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1. 
Introduction. As part of a program of a systematic study of the 
variation of rapid geomagnetic activity over small distances rapid 
fluctuations of the total field intensity were recorded with pairs 
of magnetometers. Recordings were made at three pairs of stations 
for one day at each of the three station pairs. 
Davidson (1964) has shown that this type data, when analyzed 
in hourly batches, yields stable spectra. Hourly spectra of the 
instrument records were made for each hour and each instrument. 
Individual spectra and cross - spectral determinations were made. 
Additionally the time variation of individual frequency components 
were extensively analyzed. A full account of this observational 
program and the general interpretation of the results has been 
given by Davidson (1966) and Davidson and Heirtzler (in press). 
All of the spectral analyses could not be presented in those 
papers because of lack of space. However, these spectral results 
sire of interest for many reasons and are presented fully here with 
a minimal descriptive text. 
Data. The total magnetic field strength was measured by a rubidium 
magnetometer and recorded digitally once each second, on the second, 
to an accuracy of ±0.2 gammas and to a relative time accuracy of ±0.1 
seconds. The absolute simultaneity of recording at the two stations 
is within 0.6 seconds. The time the various stations were occupied 
is given in Table 1 and the locations of the stations is illustrated 
in the map on page 4. One station of each station pair is located in 
2. 
a field station in Lebanon State Forest in southern New Jersey 
The instrument at that location was connected by a leased telephone 
line to a digital recorder in Palisades, New York. The block 
diagram of this recording system is shown on page The second 
system, which was mobile, is represented in the block diagram of 
page 6. 
Analysis and Figures. 
Consider two time functions and their Fourier representation 
where K = 1,2 and A^.(w) represents the amplitude spectrum and Q^Cw) the 
phase spectrum. The Fourier transform of the cross-correlation function 
°T fp(t) and f2(t) is the cross-power density spectrum. 
T , \ A , V* A , S <p (u>) = A,(«) e 
* t2 
The power density spectrums (j)^ (ttf) and (u>) are similarly defined. 
The real part of is Co(w) and the imaginary part is Quad(w). 
■*Z 
The coherence is defined as 
|ym( = 
« 
(Co C^]L -v (u>x) 
§„ (<*>) § (w) 
and the phase angle is Qw) - 9p(w). The confidence limit associated 
with the relative phase angle can be determined from an expression 
3. 
given by Goodman (1957). Vertical bars on the phase values in the 
figures of this report show the range for 95 confidence. The method 
for the spectral analysis follows the procedure of Blackman and Tukey 
(1958). 
The figure on page 7 shows the total intensity variation on the 
day the Lebanon-Plattsburgh station pair was occupied. Pages 8 through 
11 show individual hourly spectra, coherence and phase for this time. 
Pages 17 through 25 illustrate the diurnal behavior of coherence, phase 
and power density (at Lebanon) for a number of individual frequencies. 
On pages 26 through 47 the same types of presentation are made for the 
Lebanon-Hoffmans pair, pages ^-8 through 67 for the Lebanon-Morristown 
pair and pages 68 through 88 for Lebanon-Breezewood. The two basic types 
of presentation are power density, phase and coherence as a function of 
frequency for each hour, then as a function of time for each frequency. 
The same data is thus presented in two different formats to illustrate its 
different behavior. 
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